MORE WISDOM SAYINGS
➤

Chapters 22:17-24:22- Instruction of
Amenemope (Egyptian wisdom)

➤

24:23-29- Sayings of Solomon

➤

30- Sayings of Agur

➤

31: 1-9; King Lemuel’s mother

Amalgamation of wisdom sayings
Certainly edited together
Agur and Lemuel are unknown
+departure from parallelisms; more figurative
language in bigger chunks of Scripture
+kingly wisdom, advice for members of king’s
court

THE CROWNING GLORY

Proverbs 31 Woman

CH. 31:10-31
➤

This is the most famous chapter in
Proverbs

➤

“Proverbs 31 woman” has been a
longstanding influencer in Christian circles

➤

A description of “the perfect housewife”

Works with textiles, sews (takes up the
spindle, makes garments), buys groceries,
runs the household (servants under her),
gardens, sells her goods
➤

Her virtue is derived not simply from being
wise, but from her actions within the
home

ANALYSIS
➤

Those homebound actions are more public than one might initially have thought
(she’s in the marketplace)

➤

Her role is actually in a place of power (overseeing servants); she is empowered as
having reign over her queendom

➤

Her husband is known in the city gates, as is hers; again this is more public than
private (the American version of the females reign over the cult of domesticity is
arguably broadened in this context)

WHICH WOMAN?
➤

Wife

➤

Mother

➤

Woman Wisdom

➤

Teacher

➤

Co-creator?

➤

Prophet

➤

Is this Prov. 31 woman the same as the
formerly introduced (but wise) characters
in 1-9?
Or is she really the ideal Israelite wife?

AN ODE TO A CAPABLE WIFE
➤

The wisdom sayings are directed to men;
is this the portion of the text directed to
women? Is this the behavioral moral code
that took 20 chapters for men, distilled
into one chapter for women?

➤

Or, is this an exhortation to wise men to
find a virtuous woman, who functions as
a capable wife? She then is the crowning
glory of his wisdom…

➤

Either way, this puts the final book end
on Proverbs. We began with women, and
end with one preferred choice of woman.

FEMINISM REVISITED
➤

The feminist/ ant-womanist sentiments in
this book are open to interpretation, as we
have seen throughout this study

➤

Most scholars agree, that though Ch. 31
paints the picture of a housewife (not an
empowered female of modern times), this
text is a clearly positive portion of
Scripture for women: it’s poetic praise for
women

➤

That in tandem with woman’s part on
creation (cf. ch. 8), there are unique
instances in this book that elevate the
female to new heights of divine
proportions worthy of praise

TAKEAWAYS
➤

The overall thrust of the instruction here is to make sound decisions that benefit
yourself and others

➤

There isn’t a specific set of religious behaviors prescribed- this is intended to shape
individuals well so that they will steer clear of unwise choices in life

➤

That wisdom then allows them to grow in faith- with themselves, with others, and
with God

➤

These concepts still apply today!

